Supporters of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. seem to be everywhere these days: on street corners,
behind campus literature tables, outside post offices, at anti-war meetings and demonstrations. Is the man behind the LaRouche Youth Movement a progressive mentor for young activists? Is he really—as some of his supporters suggest—one of the world’s greatest living
economists and philosophers? Is LaRouche, the perennial presidential candidate, an important leader in the Democratic Party? Or is Lyndon LaRouche a self-promoting demagogue
surrounded by devoted followers who sanitize his long history of bigotry and crackpot statements, and dismiss his criminal conviction as the result of a vast conspiracy?
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HOMOPHOBIA

LaRouche has written about “Mothers’ Fears,” the
many psychological problems of activists allegedly
caused by their moms. An early LaRouchite editorial
declared that “all across the U.S.A., there are workers
who are prepared to fight. They are held back, most immediately, by pressure from their wives.” Women in the
LaRouche organization at the time report they were verbally attacked in long criticism sessions as “witches,”
and “sadistic bitches” and were accused of “motherdominating” the male members.
One former member said she left the LaRouche group
in disgust when told that women’s feelings of degradation were because female sexual organs are near the
anus, thus causing women to confuse sex with excretion.

LaRouche charged that the federal government allowed AIDS to spread because it didn’t want to
“estrange the votes of a bunch of faggots and cocaine
sniffers, the organized gay lobby, as it’s called in the
United States. (I don’t know why they’re ‘gay,’ they’re
the most miserable creatures I ever saw!)” LaRouche
later suggested that history would not judge harshly
those who beat gay people to death with baseball bats to
stop the spread of AIDS.
A LaRouche network newspaper insert distributed in
Illinois declared that “as a category, gays and lesbians
do not represent a valid voting constituency, and neither
do prostitutes, drug pushers, child molesters, warlocks,
witches, pornographers, or others who are morally
equivalent.”

RACISM
ANTISEMITISM & NEOFASCISM
LaRouche and some of his followers spread racist
ideas that range from the absurd—such as the claim that
Black musicians did not invent Jazz—to the crude, as in
the question posed by LaRouche in one essay: “Can we
imagine anything much more viciously sadistic than the
Black Ghetto mother?” It’s not just Blacks LaRouche

While LaRouche’s antisemitism is often veiled, he
has written that Judaism is a kind of parasitic appendage
to Christianity, that “a selfsustaining Judaism never existed and never could exist,” and that
Jewish culture “is merely the residue
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left to the Jewish home after everything saleable has
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way, in that he regurgitates many little things that Hitler
did but he does it in a somewhat ambivalent way, in a
somewhat camouflaged way.” Former U.S. Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan used the terms “fascist” and
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“neo-Nazi” to warn of the danger posed by the LaRouche group.
It’s not effective to simply dismiss the claims by the
LaRouchites as outright lies; they will simply deny it,
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Rouche really seem to believe the many myths about the
man and his mission.
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PRA Senior Analyst
For copies of this flyer visit: www.publiceye.org/larouche/flyer.pdf

FIND ANY OF THIS HARD TO BELIEVE?
That’s Understandable.
Check out the supporting evidence and citations at:
http://www.publiceye.org/larouche/truestory.html
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